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Validation of a Simulation Model for a Planetary Entry Capsule

Giorgio Guglieri¤ and Fulvia Quagliotti†

Politecnico di Torino, 10129 Turin, Italy

Subsonic static and oscillatory aerodynamic coef�cients were measured at Politecnico di Torino for a planetary
entry capsule model. The experimental data set was included in a mathematical model of payload-decelerator
system, and the results of simulationswere compared with �ight-test data.The frequency-domainattituderesponse
of the capsule was reproduced during the main parachutes’ deployment, and discrepancies for the drogue opening
phase were observed. The impact on simulations of atmospheric turbulence and asymmetries in the parachute
suspension system was also considered. The results suggest that several factors may affect the �delity of simulations
such as correct modeling of suspension system geometry and �exibility, parachute aerodynamics, accuracy of
payload inertial data, and accurate matching of real �ight external perturbations. The effect of some design
parameters on capsule attitude dynamics was evaluated. The arti�cial increase of capsule damping coef�cients
produced observable effects on attitude time histories for large perturbations of the aerodynamic derivatives only.
The dynamic stability of the system is reduced for large increase of riser length and parachute added mass.

Nomenclature
CD P = parachute drag coef�cient, DP =q

1

SP
Cl = rolling moment coef�cient, L=q

1

Sd
Cm = pitching moment coef�cient, M=q

1

Sd
Cn = yawing moment coef�cient, N=q

1

Sd
CX = axial force coef�cient, X=q

1

S
CY = lateral force coef�cient, Y=q

1

S
CZ = normal force coef�cient, Z=q

1

S
C¤

iq = damping derivative,Ciq C Ci P® D @Ci =@ Oq
C @Ci =@ P

O®, where i D X; Z; m
DP = parachute drag
d = reference length (capsule diameter)
F = elastic force
Iay = added moment of inertia of the parachute
Ix ; Iy ; Iz; Ix z = mass moments of inertia
K = elastic constant
L = rolling moment
Lb = additional rolling moment due to bridles
l = length
M = pitching moment
m = mass
max ; may = axial and transverse added masses of the

parachute
N = yawing moment
Nb = additional yawing moment due to bridles
p; q; r = angular rates (capsule)
q

1

= dynamic pressure, ½V 2=2
Re = Reynolds number, based on capsule diameter d
S = reference area, ¼d2=4
SP = parachute reference area
s; y; h = Earth-�xed axes
[TBV ] = rotation matrix from s; y; h to xB ; yB ; zB ;

f .Á; µ; Ã )
[TPV ] = rotation matrix from s; y; h to xP ; yP ; zP ;

f .ÁP ; µP ; ÃP )
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u; v; w = velocity components
V = capsule airspeed,

p

.u2
C v2

C w2/
VP = parachute airspeed,

p

.u2
P C v2

P C w2
P /

X = axial force
x; z = auxiliary body-�xed longitudinal axes (origin

at capsule theoretical apex)
xB ; yB ; zB = body-�xed axes (origin at capsule c.g.)
xP ; yP ; zP = body-�xed axes (origin at parachute c.g.)
Y = lateral force
Z = normal force
®; ¯ = angle of attack and sideslip (capsule)
1l = length increment
² = strain, 1l= l
¾ = total angle of attack (capsule)
N¾ = measurement accuracy of wind-tunnel data
¿; Â = angular displacement of the riser with respect

to s; y; h (see Fig. 1)
Á; µ; Ã = Euler angles
Áa = aerodynamic roll angle (capsule)

Subscripts

b = bridle
CG = center of gravity (capsule)
CP = center of gravity (parachute)
g = gust
P = parachute
PA = parachute attach point
P2 = point of con�uence of riser

and suspension lines
r = riser
s = suspension line
0 = reference condition
1, 2, 3 = vector components

Introduction

M OST of the research activity concerning nonlifting reentry
con�gurations and the analysis of their decelerated reentry

phase was performed during the early development of space mis-
sions. New research programs concerning capsule aerodynamics
and �ightdynamicshavebeen recentlycarriedout,due to the interest
for applicationssuch as planetaryentryprobesand crewed capsules.

The dynamic stability of blunt bodies such as capsule shapes
and planetary entry probes has been shown to be poor in subsonic
�ight.1 The near wake recirculation and the rear �ow�eld pattern
are responsiblefor the unstabledynamic behavioras a consequence
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128 GUGLIERI AND QUAGLIOTTI

of time lags in the wake2 that provide a destabilizingdriving force.
It follows a dif�cult investigationof the dynamic characteristicsof
capsules. Numerical and experimental methods are still inadequate
to predict accurately the complex aerodynamics of these vehicles,
which generally exhibit an extended unsteady separated �ow. A
vehicle whose static stability appears acceptable from wind-tunnel
experiments may have dynamic instabilities that can lead to diver-
gence or unacceptablebehavior in �ight.

The retardation required to control the airspeed of the capsule
duringthe terminalphaseof the reentrymay beprovidedby meansof
parachutes.A completeoverviewof parachutetechnologyincluding
aerodynamicsand payload-deceleratordynamics is given in Ref. 3.

For many applications, parachute and capsule systems can be
treated as a single rigid mass. This method is suf�cient when only
the trajectory of the payload must be simulated. However, two cou-
pled masses must be taken into accountwhen the relativemotion of
the two subsystems is of interest for a complete simulation of atti-
tude dynamics. To predict the dynamic behavior of these complex
systems, a parallel activity concerning the development of accu-
rate mathematicalmodels for the simulation of the terminal descent
of a capsule decelerated by one or more parachutes was carried
out.

A three-degree-of-freedom analysis is presented and validated in
Ref. 4 giving the longitudinalmotion of a typical vehicle during the
recovery. The parachute and the payload are supposed to be rigid
and interconnectedby an elastic riser. Aerodynamic loads acting on
the two subsystems are considered.Computer results showed good
agreement with test results in terms of oscillation amplitude and
frequency, riser force, and parachute wrapup about the vehicle for
the simulation of a pad-abort situation.

The three-dimensional motion of a freely descending parachute
is studied in Ref. 5 with a �ve-degree-of-freedomanalysis.The roll
motion is neglected. Exact expressions are given for the longitu-
dinal and lateral small disturbance stability of the gliding motion
of parachutes. The analysis con�rms that large longitudinal distur-
bance of most parachutes will result in a large pitching motion,
whereas a large lateral disturbance will usually cause a large an-
gle vertical coning motion (coning mode). The longitudinal mode
damps out very quickly in the stable case.

The three-dimensionalmotion of a nonrigid parachute and pay-
load system is studied in Ref. 6. Both the parachuteand the payload
are assumed to have �ve degree of freedom. Roll about axis of
symmetry is neglected.They are coupled together by a �xed length
connector.The general nonlinear equations are linearizedusing the
small perturbation theory. The evaluation of the stability of an un-
stable payloaddeceleratedby a parachuteis performed.The authors
observedthat increasingriser lengthand parachuteweightpromotes
system instability.

A nine-degree-of-freedom computer program was developed in
Ref. 7 for the simulation of the trajectory and the dynamic behavior
of a rotating parachutesystem. An appropriatemathematicalmodel
of the joint between the load and the parachute was found to be
necessary to predict the dynamic behavior of a rotating decelerated
system.

A computer model based upon a six-degree-of-freedom analysis
is described in Ref. 8 and compared with drop test data. The pay-
load is rigidly connected, the aerodynamic forces on canopy and
payload are determined by the instantaneous angle of attack of the
oncoming airstream, and the apparentmasses are constant, but they
are dependent on the direction of the acceleration.

Full nonlinear equations of motion for the axisymmetric
parachute have been obtained in Ref. 9. In particular, the correct
form of the added mass tensor for a rigid axisymmetricparachute in
ideal �ow has been implemented in a six-degree-of-freedomcom-
puter model,10 and the results indicate that added mass effects are
signi�cant. In particular, the component of added mass along the
axis of symmetry has a strong effect on parachute dynamic sta-
bility. However, design and testing experience shows that dynamic
stabilityof theparachuteis a second-orderdesignproblem3 for high-
performance decelerators, which usually have both high static and
dynamic stability due to the porosity of the canopy.

ESA was recently involved in the design of a reentry capsule
that can return to Earth carrying payloads and/or crew. A technol-
ogy demonstrator11;12 has been developed: the Atmospheric Reen-
try Demonstrator (ARD). The design of the ARD is based on the
geometry of the Apollo command module (ACM), and it is sub-
stantially a scaled version of the original Apollo capsule. The ARD
is an uncrewed three-axis stabilized automatic vehicle that can be
injected into a suborbital ballistic path. Atmospheric friction and a
series of parachutes must slow it down before landing in the sea.
Balloon �ight tests were also performed to qualify the descent and
recoverysubsystem.13 The completeARD missionwas successfully
performed after the Ariane 503 �ight (October 1998).

Attitudedynamicsof the ARD was analyzed11 by means of multi-
body dynamics.The simulationof a parachute in�ation and descent
phase was compared with �ight-test data. Parachute loads and pay-
load accelerationswere correctlypredicted,although some discrep-
ancy was observed for attitude dynamics that are substantially af-
fectedby gusts and atmosphericturbulence.The accuracyof attitude
simulations was also in�uenced by the uncertainty of available ex-
perimentaldata14 concerningthe aerodynamicdampingcoef�cients
Ciq C Ci P® of the capsule.

To provide a new accurate experimental data set of the ACM
con�guration, the static and dynamic stability characteristicsof the
capsule were evaluated at the von Kármán Institute (see Refs. 15
and 16) with a set of static and oscillatorywind-tunnelexperiments
at subsonic and transonic speeds. The wake behind the Apollo cap-
sule was also analyzed, and the similarity of the model wake with
the real ACM was veri�ed.16 These experiments con�rmed that the
dynamic stability of the ACM is compromised during the reentry
phase by the unsteady interaction of the recirculating �ow behind
the capsule and the separated �ow in the wake.

An experimental program17 supported by the Italian Space
Agency was also performed at Politecnico di Torino. Static and os-
cillatorydataweremeasuredfor a referencemodelofACM to extend
the available experimental database for different testing conditions
(Reynoldsnumbers, c.g. locations,and oscillationparameters).The
longitudinal stability of the equivalent real capsule with and with-
out deceleratorswas also investigatedusing a simpli�ed model. An
extended higher-ordermathematical model has been now validated
by comparing the results of simulations with �ight-test data for the
terminal reentry phase of the ARD mission.

Present Work
The objectivesof thispaperare 1) to includethe experimentaldata

set obtained at Politecnico di Torino for the ACM con�guration in
a mathematical model of payload-deceleratorsystem, 2) to validate
the system dynamic responsewith �ight-testdata, and 3) to evaluate
the impact of some designparameterson capsule attitudedynamics.

Mathematical Model
The simulationalgorithmperforms the numerical integrationof a

systemof�rst-orderdifferentialequations.The mathematicalmodel
of the decelerated capsule is based on the assumption that the pay-
load and the parachuteare rigid bodies connectedby an elastic riser
that is able to be stretched by the relative motion of the two com-
ponents (Fig. 1). The layout in Fig. 1 is not scaled to the real case,
and it is only introduced to de�ne the geometry of the system. The
equations for the dynamic equilibrium of the two bodies are inte-
grated separately, and the joints in the system are supposed to be
frictionless.The mass of the two subsystems is updatedat each time
step including the apparent mass of the decelerator,which is added
to the physical mass for computing the inertial loads. No apparent
mass effect is considered for the payload. The parachute is handled
as a rigid body in the fully in�ated con�guration, neglecting the
�exibility of the canopy and of the suspension lines. The relative
displacement of payload and parachute produces an elongation of
the riser and an elastic reaction Fr that is included in the equilib-
rium of the two subsystems. Hence, the dynamic response of the
two masses is coupled because the deceleratingforces generated by
the parachute are transmitted to the capsule by means of the riser,
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GUGLIERI AND QUAGLIOTTI 129

Fig. 1 Geometry of the system (longitudinal and lateral–directional
plane).

connected to the attach point (PA). Meanwhile, the forces acting
on the capsule (aerodynamic and inertial loads) are reduced in the
con�uence point P2 of the parachute.

The presenceof the bridles,linked to the PA, is modeledby means
of two separateelasticcomponents(linearhard-stopdevices),which
are supposed to withstand the load Fr aligned with the riser. Their
differential elongation generates two additional lateral–directional
torque components acting on the payload: the rolling moment Lb
and the yawing moment Nb .

The main aerodynamic load acting on the parachute is the drag
DP D q

1

CD P SP alignedwith the local directionof the airspeedVP .
The effect of parachute angle of attack on canopy aerodynamic lift
and drag is considered.An ef�ciency factor for body wake interac-
tion is introducedas a multiplier of dynamic pressure at the canopy
for thedrogueparachuteonly.This last correctionis basedon match-
ing of the capsule decelerationpro�le after parachute in�ation. The
geometry of the canopy is assumed axisymmetric. Clustered decel-
erators are treated as a single parachute with the same drag area
CD P SP and equivalent included mass of air.

The formulationadoptedfor theaerodynamicloadsof thepayload
is based on the static and dynamic derivatives obtained during the
wind-tunnel experiments performed at Politecnico di Torino.17 The
measurement accuracy for the static coef�cient Cm is N¾ ¼ §0:1%
estimated over the full range, and N¾ ¼ §1% for the longitudinal
stability derivative Cmq C Cm P® .

The aerodynamicreactionsare obtainedassuming that symmetry
applies for the capsule, that is, the coef�cients (Figs. 2 and 3) are
interpolated after table look-up of the experimental data (incom-
pressible �ow is assumed) with respect to the total angle of attack
¾ D arctan

p

.v2
C w2/=u2 in the plane de�ned by the body axis xB

and the velocity vector V.
The coef�cients are combined in a mathematical formulation

that is based on the superpositionof steady-state aerodynamicsand

Fig. 2 Capsule static coef�cients, V = 30 m/s and Re = 6.23 ££ 105.

damping effects:

X D q
1

S ¢ CX .¾ / C q
1

S ¢ C¤

Xq .¾; xCG; zCG D 0/ ¢ P¾ d=V

Z D q
1

S ¢ CZ .¾ / C q
1

S ¢ C ¤

Z q.¾; xCG; zCG D 0/ ¢ P¾ d=V

M D q
1

Sd ¢ Cm .¾; xCG; zCG D 0/

C q
1

Sd ¢ C¤

mq .¾; xCG; zCG D 0/ ¢ P¾ d=V (1)

where the time derivative of ¾ is given by

P¾ D

uv Pv C uw Pw ¡ .v2
C w2/ Pu

V2
¢

p

v2
C w2

(2)

Then, the aerodynamicroll angleÁa D arctan .v=w/ is used to rotate
the aerodynamic loads in the primary reference frame xB , yB , and
zB including the effect of capsule c.g. location.

The equations of motion for the vehicle (with respect to the body
axes xB , yB , and zB ) are

Pu D

X C Fr1

m
¡ qw C vr ¡ g sin µ

Pv D

Y C Fr2

m
¡ ru C pw C g cos µ sin Á

Pw D

Z C Fr3

m
¡ pv C qu C g cos µ cos Á
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130 GUGLIERI AND QUAGLIOTTI

Pp D

Ix z

£
N C Fr2 .xCG ¡ xPA/ C Nb

¤
C Iz

£
L C Fr2 .zCG ¡ zPA/ C Lb

¤

Ix Iz ¡ I 2
x z

C

Ixz.Ix ¡ Iy C Iz/pq ¡

¡
I 2

z ¡ Iy Iz C I 2
x z

¢
rq

Ix Iz ¡ I 2
xz

Pq D

M ¡ Fr3 .xCG ¡ xPA/ ¡ Fr1 .zCG ¡ zPA/ C .Iz ¡ Ix /rp ¡ Ixz.p2
¡ r 2/

Iy

Pr D

Ixz

£
L C Fr2 .zCG ¡ zPA/ C Lb

¤
C Ix

£
N C Fr2 .xCG ¡ xPA/ C Nb

¤

Ix Iz ¡ I 2
xz

C

¡
I 2
x ¡ Ix Iy C I 2

x z

¢
pq ¡ Ix z.Ix ¡ Iy C Iz/rq

Ix Iz ¡ I 2
x z

(3)

where m is the mass of the capsule and Ix , Iy , Iz , and Ixz are the
moments of inertia computed for the different c.g. locations.

The equations of motion for the parachute9;10 with respect to
the body axes xP , yP , and zP are different from the conventional
rigid-body case because the inertial terms include the contribution
of added masses:

Pu P D

X P C Fr1P
¡ .m P C may/qP wP C .m P C may /vP rP

m P C max
¡

m P g sin µP

m P C max

PvP D

YP C Fr2P
¡ .m P C max /rP u P C .m P C may/pP wP C m P g cos µP sin ÁP

m P C may

PwP D

Z P C Fr3P
¡ .m P C may/pP vP C .m P C max /qP u P

m P C may
C

m P g cos µP cos ÁP

m P C may

PpP D

L P

IxP

PqP D

MP C Fr3 P
ls ¡ .IxP ¡ IyP ¡ Iay/rP pP ¡ .max ¡ may /u P wP

IyP C Iay

PrP D

NP ¡ Fr2P
ls C .Ix P ¡ IyP ¡ Iay /pP qP C .max ¡ may/u P vP

IyP C Iay
(4)

where m P is the mass of the parachute, IxP , IyP , and Iz P are the
mass moments of inertia of the parachute, max and may are the
axial and transverse added masses, and Iay is the added moment
of inertia. The added masses are constant, but they are dependent
on the direction of the acceleration. They are computed with the
method adopted in Ref. 8, based on the use of multipliers of the
mass of air included by the canopy scaled to match the effects of
porosity.Note that,due to the symmetryof thecanopy,the transverse
added mass may and inertia Iay are not in�uenced by the selection
of the direction of the lateral axis yP . The term Ix z P is dropped in
the moment equations assuming that the body axes xP , yP , and zP

are also the principal axes of the parachute and that the center of
parachuteapparentmass is coincidentwith parachutecenterof mass
(CP).

The aerodynamic loads are obtained considering that symmetry
applies for the in�ated canopy. The drag and the lift are estimated
in the plane de�ned by the body axis xP and the velocity vector VP .
Their components X P , YP , and Z P are derived with a procedure
similar to that one used for the capsule, in terms of total angle
of attack and aerodynamic roll angle. The terms L P , MP , and NP

includetheaerodynamicdampingof thecanopyestimatedaccording
to the analyticalmethod described in Ref. 18.

The trajectory of the capsule, that is, the coordinates of the c.g.
with respect to s, y, and h where �at Earth is assumedwith no winds,
is evaluated by means of conventional kinematic equations, which

relate the velocity components u, v, and w and the Euler angles
Á, µ , and Ã with the time derivatives of the coordinates s, y, and
h:

Ps D ¡u cos Ã cos µ ¡ v.cosÃ sin µ sin Á ¡ sin Ã cos Á/

¡ w.cos Ã sin µ cos Á C sin Ã sin Á/

Py D u sin Ã cos µ C v.sin Ã sin µ sin Á C cos Ã cos Á/

C w.sin Ã sin µ cos Á ¡ cos Ã sin Á/

Ph D u sin µ ¡ v cosµ sin Á ¡ w cos µ cos Á (5)

Equivalent equations are also adopted for computing the trajectory
of the center of mass of the decelerator, that is, the coordinates of
CP with respect to s, y, and h). The coordinates for the point of
con�uence P2 are derived from the location of the CP:

fsP2; yP2; h P2g

T
D fsCP; yCP; hCPg

T
C [TPV ]¡1

¢

8
<

:

¡ls

0
0

9
=

; (6)

The coordinates for the PA are computed from the location of the
capsule c.g.:

fsPA; yPA; hPAg

T
D fsCG; yCG; hCGg

T
C [TBV ]¡1

¢

8
<

:

xCG ¡ xPA

0
zPA ¡ zCG

9
=

;

(7)

As a consequence, the angular displacements Â and ¿ of the riser
with respect to s, y, and h are derived:

tanÂ D

h P2 ¡ hPAp
.sP2 ¡ sPA/2

C .yP2 ¡ yPA/2
(8)

tan ¿ D ¡

yPA ¡ yP2

sPA ¡ sP2
(9)

From the locationof PA and P2, the riser elongation² and its elastic
reaction Fr are also obtained:

² D

p
.sP2 ¡ sPA/2

C .yP2 ¡ yPA/2
C .h P2 ¡ hPA/2

¡ lr0

lr0

² > 0 ! Fr D Kr ¢ ²; ² < 0 ! Fr D 0 (10)
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GUGLIERI AND QUAGLIOTTI 131

Fig. 3 Capsule damping derivatives, V = 30 m/s, ¢µ = 5 deg, and
_µd/V = 0.07.

Note that the riser is treated as a linear hard-stop device because
no elastic reaction is provided for lr < lr0 , where lr0 is the length of
the riser at rest. It is also assumed that no damping contribution is
provided by the elongation of riser and bridles. The components of
Fr acting along the body axes xB , yB , and zB and xP , yP , and zP are
found:

8
<

:

Fr1

Fr2

Fr3

9
=

; D [TBV ] ¢

8
<

:

¡Fr cos Â cos ¿

Fr sin Â

Fr cos Â sin ¿

9
=

;

8
<

:

Fr1 P

Fr2 P

Fr3 P

9
=

; D [TPV ] ¢

8
<

:

Fr cos Â cos ¿

¡Fr sin Â

¡Fr cosÂ sin ¿

9
=

; (11)

The Euler angles for the payload and the parachute can be replaced
by quaternions,and the roll degree of freedom of the parachute can
be also neglected. This last option is adopted for simulations, and
friction in joints is not modeled.

The effects of atmospheric turbulence are optionally included in
the present model. The linear velocity components ug , vg , and wg

and the angular velocity components pg , qg , and rg are generated
step-by-stepaccordingto the power spectraprovidedby the theoret-
ical model developed in Refs. 19 and 20, including the variation of
turbulencescale and standarddeviationof componentswith aircraft

altitude and airspeed. The gust components are subtracted from the
velocity components of both payload and parachute.

Analysis of the Results
The data available from the reference �ight tests11;12 are used for

the validationof the simulation of ARD terminal reentry dynamics.
The capsule is substantially a 70%-scaled version (d D 2:8 m)

of the original ACM decelerated by a single conical ribbon drogue
parachute (nominal diameter 5.8 m) in�ated in two ree�ng stages
and a cluster of three main polyconical slotted parachutes (nominal
diameter 22.9 m) in�ated in three ree�ng stages. The sequence of
in�ation and the parachute drag pro�le is time scheduled according
to the planned ree�ng stages and in�ation times.

The variation of capsule mass and parachute drag area with
altitude is given in Table 1. The capsule moments of inertia
and the location of the c.g. (xCG=d D 0:680 ¥ 0:698 and zCG=d D

0:036 ¥ 0:039) are also updated according to reference data dur-
ing the simulation of the reentry phase. Note that the coordinates
xCG and zCG of the capsule c.g. are measured along the auxiliary

Table 1 ARD terminal reentry phase (sequence
of parachute deployment)

Sequence Altitude, m m, kg m P , kg CD P SP , m2

Mortar �ring (pilot jettison) 13,996 2,651 —— ——
Back cover separation 13,666 2,606 —— ——
Drogue parachute snatch 13,430 2,587 19 14.5
Drogue parachute release 6,461 2,587 – –
Main parachute snatch 6,364 2,475 112 976
Bridle cut (main parachute) 5,359 2,475 112 976

Fig. 4 Comparison of the time-domain results of simulation with
�ight-test data, complete parachute deployment sequence, mode A.
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132 GUGLIERI AND QUAGLIOTTI

body-�xed longitudinalaxes x and z with origin at capsule theoret-
ical apex.

Flight-test atmospheric data are adopted to match the vertical
gradient for air density and speed of sound. The components of
wind are subtracted from �ight-test data.

To validate the time and frequency domain response of the pay-
load, three different reentry conditionswere reproducedwith simu-
lations: 1) standard reentry program (mode A), 2) moderate inten-
sity atmospheric turbulence where the standard deviation of linear
velocity components is lower than 3 m/s (mode B) and 3) asymmet-
ric bridles layout, that is, one of the bridles is assumed to be only
partially stretched (mode C). A guess of 97.5% of the unstretched
bridle length was adopted. These different reentry modes were in-
vestigated to verify the matching of simulations with experimental
results under different �ight conditions.

Parachuteroll degreeof freedomis neglectedfor the presentanal-
ysis because the friction in joints is not modeled.

Fig. 5 Comparison of the pitch rate q frequency-domain results of
simulation with �ight-test data, drogue parachute deployment.

A comparison of velocity and deceleration pro�le with altitude
is given in Fig. 4. Although the effects of compressibility are ne-
glected for the interpolation of the aerodynamic database of the
payload, the results of simulation substantiallymatch the �ight-test
data. The moving average of the deceleration given by parachute
ree�ng is also reproduced in terms of amplitude (gravitational ac-
celeration) and time scheduling, even if the oscillatory nature of
the �ight data after parachute deployment is not captured. As a
consequence of the large region of separation on the canopy, the
real aerodynamic loads acting on the parachute are nonlinear with
stochastic �uctuations. This behavior is �ltered by the simulation
model in which steady-state parachute aerodynamics is assumed.
Another interesting point is that the deceleration peak due to the
�rst ree�ng of the main parachutes is overpredicted. In the present
mathematical model, clustered decelerators are treated as a single
parachute with the same drag area with a single suspensionsystem.
Hence, an empirical correction for the aerodynamic interferenceof

Fig. 6 Comparison of the yaw rate r frequency-domainresults of sim-
ulation with �ight-test data, drogue parachute deployment.
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GUGLIERI AND QUAGLIOTTI 133

the parachutes should be included. The model for the suspension
system should be also extended to reproduce the complexity of the
real geometry.

The frequency-domain response for the payload angular rates
during the drogue deployment phase is given in Figs. 5–7. Note
that the longitudinal short period undamped natural frequency is
also marked in Fig. 5. This frequency was obtained after numerical
perturbation of the differential equations for capsule longitudinal
dynamics.17 The shape of pitch frequency response (Fig. 5) shows
that capsule longitudinal dynamics is reproduced by the simulator,
but the magnitude of the peaks is underpredicted.The comparison
of simulations for the standard reentry mode A with �ight-test data
shows that yaw (Fig. 6) and roll (Fig. 7) rates are underpredictedun-
less at least the effects of severe atmospheric turbulence and large
bridles asymmetry are included. As a matter of fact, the magni-
tude of longitudinaland lateral–directionalresponsesobserveddur-
ing the ARD �ight can be explained by external atmospheric per-
turbations (mode B) or by some unexpected misalignment in the

Fig. 7 Comparison of the roll rate p frequency-domain results of sim-
ulation with �ight-test data, drogue parachute deployment.

suspension system of the decelerator (mode C). Atmospheric tur-
bulence in�uences both payload and parachute aerodynamics that
enhances the dynamic coupling of the two subsystems. Further-
more, the instantaneous change of capsule angle of attack due to
gust components alters the payload dynamic stability as a con-
sequence of the trend of the aerodynamic coef�cients. Note that
the effect of asymmetry is only affecting the lateral–directional
degree of freedom by means of the torques Lb and Nb induced
by the bridles. In particular, the divergence in roll (Fig. 7) may
derive from signi�cant asymmetric loading of bridles (mode C).
The �ight-test data also show an inertial coupling between the roll
and the yaw degree of freedom that was probably triggered by the
aforementioned roll divergence.Another source of discrepancy be-
tween �ight-test data and simulations may be the accuracy in the
location of the c.g. for the real ARD capsule during the reentry
�ight.

The same analysis is also performed for the main parachutes de-
ployment phase (Figs. 8–10). This phase is characterizedby a sharp

Fig. 8 Comparison of the pitch rate q frequency-domain results of
simulation with �ight-test data, main parachutes deployment.
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134 GUGLIERI AND QUAGLIOTTI

decreaseof dynamicpressureand a marginalcontributionof capsule
aerodynamics to the rotational equilibrium of the payload. Attitude
dynamics is substantially driven by the decelerating forces gener-
ated on the parachutes, that is, by the torques Lb and Nb induced by
the bridles. Different from the drogue deployment phase, the simu-
lations for the main decelerators provide a better match with �ight
experimental results of pitch and yaw rate frequency response. The
amplitude of pitch response (Fig. 8) is overpredicted due to larger
decelerationgiven by the simulations for the �rst ree�ng stageof the
main parachutes (Fig. 4). The geometry of the suspension system
affects the shape of the frequency response for the yaw degree of
freedom (Fig. 9) that predicts a peak in the lower frequency range
not seen in �ight-test data. Probably, the simpli�ed model for the
main parachutes suspensionsystem is the reason for this mismatch.
Roll dynamic response (Fig. 10) is underpredicted for the standard
simulationconditions(mode A). The presenceof perturbationspro-
vides a bettermatch of in-�ight data.However, the effect of external
perturbations (mode B and C) on pitch and yaw attitude dynamics

Fig. 9 Comparison of the yaw rate r frequency-domainresults of sim-
ulation with �ight-test data, main parachutes deployment.

seems to be less signi�cant in terms of matching with �ight-test
data.

The effect of capsule aerodynamic damping on pitch response
is presented in Fig. 11. This analysis is intended to verify if the
measurement accuracy of stability parameters C¤

iq can in�uence
the validity of the results. The simulations (mode A) demonstrate
that, even for the drogue deployment phase, where capsule aero-
dynamic derivatives are still strongly affecting the dynamic sta-
bility of the payload, signi�cant changes of oscillation decay
times are only obtained for large parametric changes of damp-
ing derivatives. These changes are at least one order of magnitude
larger than the measurement accuracyof the experimental damping
coef�cients.17

The impact of some design parameters on capsule and parachute
attitude dynamics is also evaluated to check if the mathematical
model is able to reproduce the stability changes due to the coupling
of the two subsystems. The dynamic stability of this kind of sys-
tem is typically reduced for increasing riser length lr and parachute

Fig. 10 Comparisonof the roll rate p frequency-domainresults of sim-
ulation with �ight-test data, main parachutes deployment.
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GUGLIERI AND QUAGLIOTTI 135

Fig. 11 Effect of aerodynamicdampingratio C¤
iq /C¤

iq0
on the pitch rate

q of the capsule, drogue parachute deployment, mode A.

Fig. 12 Effect of riser length ratio lr/lr0 on the pitch rate q of the cap-
sule, main parachutes deployment, mode A.

Fig. 13 Effect of riser length ratio lr/lr0 on the pitch rate qP of the
parachute, main parachutes deployment, mode A.

Fig. 14 Effect of parachute added mass ratio max/max0 on the pitch
rate q of the capsule, main parachutes deployment, mode A.
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136 GUGLIERI AND QUAGLIOTTI

Fig. 15 Effect of parachute added mass ratio max/max0 on the pitch
rate qP of the parachute, main parachutes deployment, mode A.

added mass, as demonstrated by the detailed stability analysis per-
formed in Ref. 6. This result is con�rmed by the simulations (see
Figs. 12–15). The results also show that, although the two subsys-
tems are coupled in terms of frequency response, the motion of
the parachute is generally limited in amplitude and highly damped.
The relevant deceleration forces acting on the main parachutes re-
duce the oscillations induced on the canopy by payload dynamics.
The assumptions adopted for the decelerator (rigid canopy, steady-
state parachute aerodynamics and �xed length suspension system)
introduce limitations in terms of simulation of the real oscillatory
behavior of the parachute subsystem.

Conclusions
The experimental data set obtained at Politecnico di Torino for

the ACM con�guration was included in a mathematical model of
payload-decelerator system.The systemdynamic responseobtained
from simulations was compared with ARD �ight-test data. The ve-
locity pro�le and deceleration peaks given by parachute ree�ng
were reproduced in terms of amplitude (gravitational acceleration)
and time scheduling,althoughlargerdecelerationpeaksareobtained
for the main parachute ree�ng stages.

The frequency-domainattitude response of the capsule was sim-
ulated with acceptable �delity during the main parachutes deploy-
ment. Discrepancies for the drogue opening phase were observed
for lateral–directional response. Possible sources of inaccuracy are
the effects of compressibility on capsule aerodynamic coef�cients
and the inaccurateestimation of c.g. The attitude response was also
potentially affected by external factors (severe atmospheric turbu-
lence) and/or large asymmetries in parachute suspension system.

The results suggest that several factors may increase the �delity
of simulations, such as correct modeling of suspension system ge-
ometry and �exibility, parachute aerodynamics, accuracy of pay-
load inertial data, and accurate matching of real �ight external
perturbations.

The simulation model has also shown the ability to investigate
the effect of design parameters on payload attitude dynamics.

The arti�cial increase of capsule damping coef�cients produced
observableeffectsonattitudetimehistoriesfor largeperturbationsof
the aerodynamicderivativesonly. The dynamic stability of the sys-
tem is also reducedfor large increaseof riser length lr and parachute
added mass.

The parametric analysis shows that the mathematical model is
able to reproduce the coupling of payload attitude response with
parachute dynamics. Nevertheless, the oscillation amplitude of the
decelerator is always limited even for large angular displacements
of the payload when large deceleration forces are acting on the
parachutes.
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